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Abstract- As the Internet becomes more mature and a part
of our daily life, the management of its resources to provide
guaranteed services is crucial and beyond the capability of every
individual network domain. How to maintain its continuous
services in critical conditions is a challenge and would affect the
design of next generation network infrastructure. In this paper,
we study the survivability of normal traffics under the influences
of flooding-based denial of service attacks and propose a potential
framework which would reduce such influences. Our research
increases the understanding of the behaviors of flooding-based
DoS attacks and provides potential trends for developing better
malicious attack mitigating solutions. By taking advantages of the
survivability of specific flows, the potential mechanisms will not
change or only slightly change current network infrastructure
and be able to perform quality of service for several existing
applications with no or little investment.

I. INTRODUCTION

Providing minimum guaranteed service for normal flows
coexisting with misbehaving malicious flows without down-
grade of normal services is critical because of the vulnera-
bilities of software and hardware in network components and
service providers, asymmetry of network resources between
the Internet and victims, and distinct protocol responses to
network congestion. In fact, a denial-of-service (DoS) attack
[1] purporting to deny the services for normal flows could
easily be achieved by exploiting system vulnerabilities, net-
work resource asymmetry, and, especially, protocol biases.
System vulnerabilities could be released by updating faulty
components periodically or shortly after the weaknesses are

explored. Resource asymmetry could be reduced by installing
and updating resources. However the drawback of protocol
biases has left a back door to potential risks and raised the
instability of networks. Eventually, it has been widely used by
DoS attacks and caused major losses in recent Internet security
history [2].

Flooding-based DoS attack [3] is an easy way to cause

service denial to normal traffics by exhausting resources of
victims through high rate malicious flows. Many proposed
approaches in literature for dealing with this attack are to
provide fairness to all active flows or to drop suspicious
malicious packets before they reach victims. Most of them
have to modify infrastructure of networks on either network
layer (e.g., queue policy, routing path, resource reservation)
or protocol layer, and are not easy to be implemented when
traffics travel across several different network domains [4], [5],
[6], [7].

In this paper, we study the performance and survivabil-
ity of normal and malicious flows under various network
environments through large scale simulations. In particular,
investigating a way that could improve the survivability of
normal flows without modifying any network infrastructure is
our main objective. To do this, we propose a novel framework
which would reduce the influences from malicious flows.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses the

details of our simulated traffic and simulation setup. Section
III shows our simulation results and observations. Section
IV introduces the rationale of our framework. Summary and
conclusions are presented in Section V.

II. SIMULATIONS

To study the survivability of normal flows, we have devel-
oped a simulated traffic (see Figurel) for NSF TI network
and NSF T3 network based on a report of Oregon Gigapop
traffic [8]. The composition of this simulated traffic in terms
of flow number, flow type (i.e., application), average link
utilization, and total bytes for each protocol is very close to the
information in [8]. In our simulations, the distribution of start
time of flows is carefully designed to reduce the unbalanced
load (i.e., burst) of links. Every flow, except Multicast, starts
to transmit packets at its start time and stops when no packets
are left or simulation is finished. Therefore, the stop time of
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Fig. 1. Simulated Traffic Pattern for NSF TI and NSF T3.

each flow is determined by its flow size, packet number, rate,
and network conditions. A Multicast traffic is treated as a long-
life flow and always has packets waiting for delivering during
entire simulation period. The average hop number of flows in
NSF TI and NSF T3 networks is 2.16 and 3.58 respectively.

A. Simulation Setup
In this paper, the bandwidth of links in NSF TI is 1.544

Mbps and is 45 Mbps for links in NSF T3. Propagation delay
of every link in both topologies is fixed to 10 ms. Two queue

management algorithms are implemented: Drop-Tail and RED
[9]. FIFO is the only queue scheduling algorithm used for
these two queue management algorithms. The default values
of four RED parameters used in our simulations are: minimum
threshold is 5; maximum threshold is 15, maximum drop
probability is 0.1, and weight factor is 0.002.

The malicious flows presented in our simulations are as-

sumed to be active during the entire simulation period, and
their sending rates are large enough to saturate links and course

congestion. For example, the rate of a malicious flows injected
into NSF TI is 2 Mbps and is 60 Mbps for NSF T3. All of our

simulations run from 0 seconds to 300.01 seconds, but traffics
stop at 300 seconds. Throughput is calculated by counting total
amount of bytes sent out and goodput is calculated by counting
total amount of bytes successfully reaching the destination.

In order to create the congested network, we introduce a

term load factor which is represented as (new flow size old
flow size). For example, load factor = 2 means the size of a

flow is doubled when compared with its original size.

III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

To study the survivability of normal flows, we investigate
two cases: network without malicious flows, and network with
malicious flows.

A. Network Without Malicious Flows
When there is no malicious flow, the bandwidth of a link is

shared among the active flows passing through this link and
bandwidth allocated for each active flow is based on several
factors including queue management scheduling algorithm on

routers, transportation protocol used, and flow size. Since more

than 95% of traffic on the current Internet is composed by
UDP and TCP protocols, in this paper the factors that affect
the performance of UDP and TCP will be more emphasized
than others.

Before we move on, we would like to examine several
observations in [9]. The advantages of RED over DropTail are:

(1) both TCP and UDP flows decrease end-to-end delays, (2)
the loss of a large number of consecutive packets is prevented
as it reserves some buffer spaces, and (3) the higher packet
loss against bursty traffic is reduced. However, when a large
scale simulation is performed as in our model, we find that
some inconsistencies exist in some of the above observations.
Our results in Figure 2 and Figure 3 show that when TCP
flows are concerned, in some cases, DropTail provides better
goodput as well as smaller end-to-end delays than RED. (See
NNTP and FTP flows in these figures.)
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Fig. 2. NSF TI topology, average life over TCP flows under DropTail.
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Fig. 3. NSF TI topology, average life over TCP flows under RED.

B. Network With Malicious Flows

To study the influence of malicious flows coexisting with
normal flow, we have injected high-rate UDP flows in NSF TI
and NSF T3 networks. Intuitively, normal UDP flows survive
better than normal TCP flows since TCP flows will reduce
their sending rates in response to the congestion caused by
malicious flows while normal UDP flows continue to keep the
same sending rates.

1) One Attack Model: Firstly, we consider a simple case.

In this case, only one malicious flow is injected into networks.
The source-destination pair of this malicious flow is arbitrarily
selected and the hop number it traveled is varied. From our
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simulation results, the average utilization of links affected by
the malicious flow is decreased when the load factor of the
normal traffic increases, i.e., the goodput of the malicious
flow is relatively decreased, in both RED and DropTail. One
interesting observation we have found is that the survivability
of normal flows which do not travel through links affected
by the malicious flow is in fact increased. Our simulation
results confirm that RED performs better than DropTail since
incoming packets start to drop before the buffer overflows. See
Figure 4 and Figure 5 for detailed results.

10

worse when load factor increased. However, the simulation
results for DropTail are worse than RED, in which only at
most 35% of UDP flows and 20% of TCP flows (included
HTTP) will be protected. We also found that the result for the
economic attack shows that RED provides better protection
for normal traffic as it was for the extreme attack.
We would like to point out one more interesting observation

that the survivability of normal UDP flows is not directly
related with the flow size (in RED, shorter UDP flows, e.g.,
ICQ, has better survivability than larger UDP flows, e.g., Real,
but in DropTail it is not consistent). However, the survivability
of TCP flows is directly related with the flow size such that
the goodput is better for smaller size flows (e.g., HTTP) in
both RED and DropTail.
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Fig. 4. NSF TI topology, average utilization of malicious flow on the affected
link. The notation X Hop-R-LY means that this is an average utilization of a
link which is the Yth hops in the path traversed by the malicious flow which
will traverse X hops in the network. DropTail algorithms is implemented.

Fig. 6. NSF TI topology, Extreme attacks under DropTail algorithm, average
flow goodput I average flow goodput without attacks of UDP flows.
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Fig. 5. NSF TI topology, average utilization of malicious flow on the affected
link. The notation X Hop-R-LY means that this is an average utilization of a
link which is the Yth hops in the path traversed by the malicious flow which
will traverse X hops in the network. RED algorithms is implemented.

2) Multiple Attack Models: We now consider multiple
attack models. Two attacking models are implemented: eco-
nomic attack model: in which approximately minimum number
(20 malicious flows for NSF TI, and 25 malicious flows for
NSF T3) of malicious flows are injected into the networks and
each link is traversed by a malicious flow once; and extreme
attack model: in which each malicious flow only affects one
hop, and the number of malicious flows is the same as the
number of links in the network. As shown in Figures 6, 7,
8, and 9, in the case of an extreme attack, RED provides
better protection for normal traffic than DropTail. When RED
is implemented, normal UDP can reserve 30% to 60% of
goodput and almost keep constant when load factor increased
(i.e., congestion increased), but such reservation will be at
most 40% for most TCP traffic (except HTTP) and is getting

Fig. 7. NSF T1I topology, Extreme attacks under DropTail algorithm, average
flow goodput Iaverage flow goodput without attacks of TCP flows.
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Fig. 8. NSF TI topology, Extreme attacks under RED algorithm, average
flow goodput I average flow goodput without attacks of UDP flows.
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Fig. 9. NSF TI topology, Extreme attacks under RED algorithm, average
flow goodput I average flow goodput without attacks of TCP flows.

C. Observations
In this section, we have observed that: (1) When link

utilization is very high (i.e., the network is congested and many
packets are dropped) RED will provide better performance
than DropTail. Otherwise DropTail has better performance.
(2) No matter which queue management algorithm is adopted,
UDP traffic will have better survivability than TCP. (3) Delay
of UDP traffic will be smaller than TCP, when they have the
same flow size and packet number and as long as packet
loss of UDP traffic is carefully handled (need a mechanism
for retransmitting lost packets). (4) Smaller flow size will
provide better survivability than larger flow size when RED
is implemented (Even, in DropTail, the result of UDP traffic
does not be apparently supported. However we believe when
the UDP retransmitting mechanism in an application layer is
implemented, the behaviors of UDP flows will be close to
those of TCP flows, and this observation will hold).

IV. MALICIoUs ATTACK MITIGATING FRAMEWORK
It is not easy to modify any network infrastructure (queue

algorithm, protocol, etc.) without the cooperation of the ma-
jority of users and manufacturers. Therefore, with the help
from the observations gathered from our simulation results,
we propose a framework (see Figure 10) which could provide
better survivability and QoS for normal application flows
but without performing any modification of current network
infrastructure. The main ideas of our framework are:

* When network is congested, RED will be selected as
the queue management algorithm on routers. Otherwise,
DropTail is the default choice. In the framework, queue
management algorithm (RED or DropTail) is dynamically
chosen according to network conditions.

* Since having shown better performance than TCP proto-
col, UDP protocol will be the candidate for our frame-
work. However, because UDP protocol does not provide
guaranteed delivery for every packet, an application layer
packet loss retransmitting mechanism has to be imple-
mented in both ends to enhance the performance of UDP
protocol.

* To increase the survivability of normal flows, instead
of using only one connection for each flow, multiple
connections with smaller flow size for each will be

Router Router

Fig. 10. Malicious Attack Mitigating Framework

considered (i.e., if flow size is L and N connections are
made for this flow, then the flow size of each connection
will be L

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we studied the performance of normal and

malicious flows under various network environment through
large scale simulations. Our simulation study showed that
(1) when the network is congested RED will provide better
performance than DropTail, (2) UDP flows will have better
survivability than TCP under RED and DropTail, (3) delay of
a UDP flow would be smaller than a TCP flow, (4) smaller
flow size will provide better survivability than larger flow size
when RED is implemented. Finally, based on the observations
gathered from our simulation results, a novel framework is
proposed, which gives an idea of mitigating the effects of
the malicious attacks. The presented results are believed to
be useful in developing control mechanisms counteracting
network congestion caused by flooding-based malicious flows.
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